GRAIN WEATHER
RISK PROTECTION
TAKE CONTROL & MAXIMISE YOUR CROP POTENTIAL
Grain Brokers Australia understand weather conditions are becoming increasingly unpredictable,
and weather events that affect crop yield potential.
Good crop management practice is the key to growing profitable crops, so being informed with the
right information is crucial to minimising risk, and maximising returns.
Our range of Grain Weather Risk Protection products takes the stress out of crop management by
providing growers with tailored weather information, so you can take control and make informed
decisions to realise your crop potential.

GRAIN WEATHER PROTECT APP
Get your crop performance via your smartphone and manage your weather risk across specific
grain types.

GRAIN WEATHER PROTECT
Grain Weather Protect provides you with crucial weather and crop performance information via an
App, giving you the confidence to manage your risk and know when to take out a Weather Certificate.
Grain Weather Protect features include:
Combining current crop position with robust and farm-specific weather dataset, to estimate
the rainfall required to maximise your crop performance.
Provides fortnightly updates via the smartphone app about crop yield projections and rain
needed to meet your yield targets.
Provides up to 50 years of historical weather dataset for weather trend analysis.
Consolidates robust weather data into meaningful information for crop management
decisions.
Provides additional crop management recommendations through extended weather data
options.
Offers insights so you can make crucial paddock management decisions, such as
herbicide, fertiliser and pesticide inputs, and make time of sowing decisions.
Gives you more confidence in making decisions about fertiliser and matching inputs to
potential plant growth, along with decisions on protecting the crop against frost.
Costs $880.00 incl GST with the opportunity to receive a 50% rebate pa from Department of
Agriculture & Water Resources Managing Farm Risk Program.

GRAIN WEATHER CERTIFICATE
Grain Weather Certificate allows you to establish your weather risk versus input investment
relative to the growing season on your crops.
Grain Weather Certificate features include:
Protection for your income against weather conditions such as:
Dry Season
Wet Season
Frost
Wet Harvest
High Temperature
Book 20 days out before risk period.
Flexibility to cover any crop value, any time.
Automatic trigger payment based on BOM data nearest your property so you don't have to
complete any claim paperwork.
Flexibility to set your own value to cover and set your premium.

Work with us today.
P 1300 946 544
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W grainbrokers.com.au

